
Membership 2021-2022: Debbie Tilley 

The number on each State is the order in which it became a Department.  

Now you may ask HOW ARE WE GOING TO DO THIS? 

SLIDE: RETENTION! RETENTION! RETENTION!  We hear this every year BUT This WILL be the 
year that we push to make retention a priority. 

Just like the map, we come together from all over to make up our unique Organization. We are 
all a piece of a HUGE puzzle.  

SLIDE:  The difference in building our puzzle is we start in the middle and work 
outwards…making it an endless puzzle of membership!  

SLIDE: Going back five years, we have had only 6 Departments with positive gain each year.  
We’ve lost over 21,949 members due to non-renewal .If we continue along this path, in about 
20 years the VFW Auxiliary will be non-existent.  

SLIDE: PUZZLE PIECES  We want our members Working our Programs: Veterans & Family 
Support, Buddy Poppy & National Home, Americanism, Hospital, Auxiliary Community 
Outreach, Scholarships, Legislative, Youth Activities, Historian & Media Relations and  Chief of 
Staff& Mentoring for Leadership   

BUT what is the MOST important piece that all our Programs need…anyone?? YES it is 
MEMBERSHIP!! THANK-YOU Ambassadors and coaches! 

SLIDE: Consider the Membership of the VFW as compared to ours. We should be at least twice 
as large as the VFW! We have a much larger pool to recruit from. We need to talk with our VFW 
members, find out if they have  family who would be interested in joining.  WE need to  Educate 
our members how to Invite potential members! Help them come up with their own recruiting 
speech that comes from the heart and that potential members can relate to. Tell the story about 
why you joined and who you joined for.  

SLIDE : LISTEN to what that potential member is saying!    Have you used the “Eight Ways You 
Can Help Veterans” cards to promote membership.  Excellent tool! 

An Old African Proverb says: “If you want to go fast… go alone, if you want to go far…. go 
together.” 

SLIDE: Teach your Auxiliaries how to include their members by Empowering them to take more 
control of where their Auxiliary will be in the next year. Encourage their ideas and participation. 
Don’t wait for members to volunteer.  Make them feel important by asking for their help. Listen 
to their ideas.  
 



SLIDE: Ask yourselves:  “DO I really enjoy attending our meeting”?   If the answer is NO, maybe, 
or sometimes, then we need to improve our meetings – Let’s make them Fun!   

SLIDE: Let’s find ways to teach them about the Organization they joined and have some FUN 
doing it. Try new things: These are easy to find by doing an online search of “fun non-traditional 
holidays.” Pick one – or a few - and get creative! You could even incorporate the fun holiday 
into a membership drive.  

Many Auxiliaries were once the center of their towns. Due to a shift in population they may 
find that they are now on the outskirts of the main hub. Don’t let that stop you from working 
to keep your members or recruiting new members. If we have learned anything from the 
COVID-19 pandemic, it is how to continue to move forward.  
 
SLIDE  Continue to use technology to reach all of your members. We have members who may 
never feel safe to attend a meeting in person and we also have snowbirds & retirees who are 
always on the road enjoying life , all still want to be included in the goings on of the Auxiliary. 
Keep them informed by text, email, newsletters and Auxiliary Facebook pages.  
 
When you bring a new member in, make a commitment and investment in that member. 
  
SLIDE: Think of that new member as a seed that you planted in the ground.  If you don’t water 
and take care of it,it will never grow.  So is the same with our members. In your bags today you 
will find a sample welcome packet and an application with the eligibility wheel on the back. I 
hope that you will take these back and share with your Dept. Membership chairmen. 

SLIDE: By reinforcing the importance of the goals of our Organization we can give our members 
a reason to stay a member while inviting new members to join us. We want to keep out puzzle 
(membership) growing and need active members.  For many, the auxiliary is the only family they 
may have. Make them feel like family. We need them as much as they may need us.   

SLIDE: As we deal with the daily grind of life, sometimes we may need to be reminded of why we 
joined the Auxiliary. It is an honor to have a veteran in our family who makes us eligible. Remind 
them to honor that veteran and keep their membership current.  

SLIDE: the cardinal reminds us that someone is watching over us, it can also remind us that we 
are not alone in our endeavors and that we are all part of the bigger picture…a piece of the puzzle.  
Let’s increase the number of our puzzle pieces! 

Now that we know what we can do, let’s look at the rewards we can earn: 

SLIDE Awards for members are pretty much the same as in previous years; however, Soaring 
Above and Beyond will be awarded to one member who recruits the most new and/or rejoined 
members from July 1, 2021 through May 31, 2022. The award will feature the member’s name 
on it alongside the name of an honored veteran.  Now let’s take a quick look at Dept. Awards: 

 



 
 
SLIDE AWARDS FOR DEPARTMENTS 
Quarterly Awards will be individualized for each Department and be given to you once 2020-
2021 year’s numbers are finalized.  
 
Quarter 1 by October 31 – $50/$50 to each Department that retains 50% of its of Annual 
members and achieves Department goal. 
 
Quarter 2 by January 31 – $75/$75to each Department that retains  
75% of its Annual members and achieves Department goal. 
 
SLIDE: Quarter 3 by April 30 – $100/$100 to each Department that retains  
90% of its Annual members and achieves Department goal. 
 
Quarter 4 by June 30 – $150/$150 to each Department that retains  
98% of its Annual members and achieves Department goal. 
 
Now here is the important thing to remember.  Even if you only hit one goal you will still earn 
money.  I know that many of you may feel that this is not possible.   
 
SLIDE: Remember Can’t never did anything.  I am not asking anything of you and our Members 
that I have not asked from myself.  As Florida’s Dept. President, I wanted to try the retention 
contest in my Department first: our goal was 90% retained by Dec. 31st. I am giving you all until 
April 30th to reach 90%.  We reached 87.62% by Dec. 31st  and we hit the 90% by Jan. 31st 
 

SLIDE: I know that we can do this.  Working together to build up our auxiliaries, Conferences  and 
Departments will make us a much stronger Organization.  And who will benefit from this:  Our 
Veterans and our Communities 

SLIDE: Here is what the recruiting membership pin will look like this coming year: 

SLIDE:  Any questions??              

FINAL SLIDE  
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